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NUVITE POLISH - PROTECTANT SYSTEMS

NUPOWER II POLISH/UV PROTECTANT
Dry Wash Cleaner and Polish (Routine dry wash cleaning 
with gloss enhancement and UV protectant barrier) - Use 
for routine cleaning where wetwashing is not possible or 
gloss enhancement is desired. Contains non-abrasive 
media to remove even stubborn soiling. Cleans dirt, 
carbon and oil and leaves a protective barrier against 
UV deterioration of paint. Can also be used to clean 

bare metal surfaces. Apply with mop, spun cotton pad, towel or by 
hand. Agitate uniformly over area to be cleaned, spreading material to 
a very thin layer. Let dry completely and buff off by hand with clean terry 
towel. Supplied ready-to-use. Qt. ............P/N 09-00581 .................... .
 Gal. ..........P/N 09-00580 .................... .

NUVITE POLISH/PROTECTANT SYSTEMS
Nuvite’s surface finish enhancement and protection echnology offers 
the highest-performance surface maintenance and protection systems 
available. These products are designed to be used on your aircraft, 
boat, recreational vehicle, truck, auto or other vehicle anywhere, any-
time. Nuvite has the answer for your operations in an EPA-sensitive 
environment.

NUPOL POLISH / RESTORER /
UV PROTECTANT

Same easy wipe on, let dry, wipe off surface cleaner with 
enhanced cleaning and oxidation removal capabilities. 
Ideal for tough cleaning due to long intervals between 
cleanings. Leaves a beautiful shine and an effective UV 
protective barrier.

 Qt. ............P/N 09-00583 .................... .
 Gal. ..........P/N 09-00582 .................... .

NUSHINE II POLISH/ SYSTEM
Nuvite engineers have formulated a system 
of polishes to meet the needs for almost any 
metal and paint polishing project. New metal 
to antique, the formulations in the NuShine II 
Polishing System will give superior definition, 
highlights, imagery, clarity, and will retain the 
finish longer than normal polishes. Nuvite’s 

NuShine II graded polishes use high technology materials with pro-
grammed abrasive characteristics and are blended with superior carri-
ers to offer the ability to produce cutting action when needed, yet offer 
micron-level finishing in the finer grades that produces highest reflec-
tance and image excellence.
Grade S (for final finishes) – The finishing grade that gives the really 
deep, clear image when used as a final finish over a properly prepared, 
oxidation-free surface.  0.5 Lb. jar ........P/N 09-00578 .................... .

Grade G6 (SS & titanium or heavily oxidized aluminum) – 
When a heavy cut of the surface is needed, G6 may be a 
good answer. G6 has a high-tech abrasive system that is 
designed to do a quick, aggressive cut, and immediately 
break down to a finer cut, similar to Grade C. Use when 
there is heavy oxidation on the surface of aluminum, or 
even when very light corrosion is evident. Can also be used 

to blend surface scratches in aluminum. Can also be used for polishing 
stainless steel. 0.5 Lb. jar .........P/N 09-00586 .................... .

Grade C (for unpolished aluminum and repolishing degrad-
ed brightwork) - C is a cutting grade polish that we recom-
mend to prep for using Grade S. Use Grade C to begin 
polishing on clad aluminum that has never been polished. 
Will also remove the cloudy/hazy white background found 
in many otherwise good polish finishes.

 0.5 Lb. jar .........P/N 09-00587 .................... .

NUGLAZE SUPER PAINT GLOSSER
Nuvite introduces NuGlaze to create a super high gloss 
“show quality” finish for paint in new or excellent condi-
tion, and it adds a U/V and sealant protection . It will put 
that final “wet-look” finish on good paint, and can be used 
as a final step for maximum gloss after using a drywash 
cleaner/polish such as Nuvite NuPower II. With regular 
NuGlaze use, a continuing surface barrier against most 

of the effects of airborne chemicals and ultraviolet radiation is created. 
Paint can be maintained in “new” condition longer and maintain the color 
balance intended by the manufacturer with regular use.
Bugs and normal soil remove easily from a NuGlaze surface, and the 
added gloss keeps the “new paint” look longer. NuGlaze is simple to use 
and avoids complicated setups and special application or buffing equip-
ment. Proven techniques and continuing technology advancement from 
Nuvite have come together to produce NuGlaze - the best thing you can 
do to maintain and protect your near-new or “new-looking” paint.
 1Gal ............. 09-01224 ........................
 5Gal ............. 09-01225 ........................

NUVITE CITRI-CUT CLEANER
NuVite CitriCut is a citrus based airframe wetwash and wipe-
down cleaner. Pleasant citrus smelling wet wash or wipe 
down cleaner that is especially friendly to the environment. 
Works great for standard wet washing with mops or scrub 
pads. When used as a wet wash, water sheets off, minimiz-
ing water spotting. CitriCut is also handy for hand debugging 

or hand wipe down without need for rinse -so there is no need for water 
or floor cleanup. Spray CitriCut at 1:8 from hand trigger sprayer for hand 
debugging or wipedown and wipe with terry towel until clean. Use a clean 
towel to buff up surface shine. No need to rinse surface. Supplied as 
concentrate—use 1:8 for hand wipe down or 1:16 in wet wash water.
 P/ N 09-00584.......................................

NUVITE ONE-TIMER KITS
Give Your Plane a Show Winner Shine!
Two Quarts of Fantastic Nuvite NuGlaze with PFS to give 
your new quality paint a super show gloss look and U/V 
protection! Includes special terry applicator pad, towels 
and special microfiber gloss finishing cloths.

For Nuvite NuGlaze details  see Part No. 09-01224 & 09-01225.
 P/N 09-02025 ...........................
Clean & Polish in One Step!

Two quarts of Famous Nuvite NuPower II cleaner/pol-
ish. Will clean tough dirt & oil and give your paint a slick, 
shiny “New Paint” look and leave a protective coating 
against the sun’s U/V damage. Includes three terry ap-
plication towels and two special finishing gloss microfi-
ber cloths.  For Nuvite NuPower II details see Part No. 
09-00581 & 09-00580. P/N 09-02026 ...........................

Restore Your Paint to Look Great Again!
Two quarts of super Nuvite NuPol heavy-duty cleaner 
and paint restorer—will clean up a really “grimy one”, re-
moving paint surface oxidation to reveal the bright color 
paint you once had, and leave an amazing super shine 
with UV protection! Includes two special spun fiber ap-
plication pads and three terry polishing cloths.

For Nuvite NuPol details see Part No. 09-00583 & 09-00582.
 P/N 09-02027 ...........................

NUVITE C-49 SUPERCLEANER
Nuvite C-49 SuperCleaner is the most versatile and effective 
cleaner you can buy when you want to clean fabrics, leather, 
carpet, plastics, laminates and even metals! In other words, 
for cleaning all types of surfaces generally found in commer-
cial & private aviation, building or institutional interiors, RV, 
truck and marine interiors, or even home interiors!
 P/N 09-02089 ...........................

NUVITE SS9-3 CLEANER
Nuvite SS-9-3 is the championship-caliber answer to the need 
for an effective and safe all-purpose liquid alkaline cleaner. 
It will clean the toughest of underbelly grease, oils and fluid 
leakage at full strength, or can be diluted to 1:12 to make 
an easy-to-use debugger and whole-airframe wipedown fluid 
that leaves a beautiful squeaky-clean and shiny surface that 
does not need to be rinsed. It works great for in-place clean-
ing during other airframe or engine maintenance.

 P/N 09-02084 ...........................
NUVITE LEATHER GUARD

Nuvite Leather Guard helps you keep that brand-new, 
supple, fine finished leather look and feel for luxury aircraft, 
RV or automotive seating, fine furniture or institutional use. 
Leather Guard is the finest enrichening formula available for 
leather nutrition . P/N 09-02091 ...........................

NUSHINE II POLISH SYSTEMS
Polishes for both metal and paint finishing that will pro-
vide the finest surface finish available. Has been shown 
to outperform all other aviation, automotive and marine 
polishes in side-by-side testing by users throughout 
the world. Affords the operator the choice to select the 
grade of polish to match the needs of the surface to be 
polished, be it brand new, oxidized in use, or with atmo-
spheric corrosion.  NuShine II not only polishes paints 
and metals to an incredibly deep, clear and image-re-
flecting surface, but also imparts a protective chemical 
barrier to inhibit corrosive oxidation to the metal. 

Grade F9 1/2 lb............................... P/N 09-02086 ...................................
Grade F7 1/2 lb............................... P/N 09-02087 ...................................
Grade A 1/2 lb. ............................... P/N 09-02088 ...................................


